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Introduction
• Lunar surface reflectance is a temporally stable calibrator
• ROLO lunar irradiance model makes high accurate relatively
calibration possible
• The result of the GOES Imager lunar calibration is comparable
with those of the other vicarious calibration methods

– 2-3% relative calibration accuracy
– Scan angle dependent reflectance was observed both at satellites and on
the ground
– Wu et al. 2006 SPIE and CALCON, 2010 SPIE

• The error budget analysis can help to identify the major
uncertainty components and then to reduce the uncertainty
• Risk reduction for GOES-R ABI onboard calibration
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Lunar Observations
Unscheduled
moon Obs.
Scheduled moon
obs.
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GOES-15 PLT Lunar Tracing Event
• ~17:54Z-19:20Z on Sept. 24, 2010 (DOY267), G15 rolled northward to
trace the Moon.
• The moon’s phase angle ranged from ~14.5-~16.5 degrees during the
1.5 hours of test period
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G15 Imager Tracing the Moon

~17:55-~18:04
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G15 Imager Tracing the Moon

~18:09-~18:16
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G15 Imager Tracing the Moon

~18:20-~18:28
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G15 Imager Tracing the Moon

~18:39-~18:47
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G15 Imager Tracing the Moon

~18:51-~18:59
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G15 Imager Tracing the Moon
~19:10-~19:17
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Observed Lunar Irradiance

E = ∑i Riωi / fi
Since

Ri: Radiance from pixel i
ωi: Solid angle subtended by pixel I
f i: oversampling factor

ωi = const ,

(

Ri = S C − CS
i
R

)

So

S: Prelaunch slope (reciprocal of
instrument gain)
CiR: Raw count of pixel I
CS: Space count relevant to CiR

EGOES = ωS∑i((CiR – CS)/fi)
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Measured to Modeled Irradiance Ratio
EGOES (t )
R(t ) =
EModel (t )

~1.5 counts/moon pixel
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Uncertainty Components
• Space background
– Detector truncation
– Space clamp

•
•
•
•
•

EGOES = ωS∑i((CiR – CS)/fi)

Detector noise
Moon pixel number
Stay-light
Oversampling
Incident-angle dependent reflectance
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Space background
• Detector truncation
– Extreme case of system error
irradiance _ bias = (0.5 / 3 ) * moon _ pixel _ number * (Ω / over _ sampling ) * coeff count 2 radiance
= 7.9841 x10-3 mW/m**2/Sr/m = 0.03 count/pixel

• Space Clamp – system error
– Pre-clamp – post-clamp in general < 0.02 count
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Detector Noise
• Random Error
– G15 Imager visible detector noise < 1.5 count
– Monte Claro method to simulate the random uncertainty
Random uncertainty = 1.34978 * 10-4 mW/m**2/Sr/m < 0.001 count/pixel
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Moon Pixel Numbers

Several methods (thresholds + expanding
fitting moon masks) used to calculate the
number of moon pixels, the difference of
moon pixel < 10 pixels, mainly caused by
the high energy “salt pepper” pixels
#moon pixel = 106843
Irradiance = 2.142 mW/m^2Sr-1m-1

The impact of this term is negligible
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Stray-light Impact
• Earth shine leak
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Impact of Earth Shine Leak
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<0.4Count/pixel

Uncertainty Components
• Space background
– Detector truncation
– Space clamp

•
•
•
•
•

Combined uncertainty < 0.5 count/pixel
Detector noise
Moon pixel number
Stay-light
Oversampling
Incident-angle dependent reflectance
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Oversampling - 1
• Nominal oversampling factor at EW direction = 1.75
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Oversampling - 2
• The oversampling factor is not constant = 1.75!
• Not a consistent time difference between the East-to-West or West-toEast scan lines.
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Preliminary Result of Oversampling Correction
•

Assuming, 1) no change of the distance between the Moon and the
satellite , and 2) no significant change of illuminated moon area, during
the 1.5 hours of moon tracing event, the oversampling factor is corrected
with the number of moon pixels which is normalized with the number at
the first lunar image.

Diff. between east-most and2013
west-most
pixels
in this study is about 0.9Count
Calcon, Logon,
UT (08/21/2013)
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Conclusions
• The EW oversampling factor is not constant for the GOES-15
Imager visible channel
• The incident angle dependent reflectance is the apparent in
this study
• Three major uncertainty components identified in this study
– Varying EW oversampling factor
– Incident-angle dependent reflectance
– Stray-light - Earth shine leak

• Further study needs to improve the algorithm to accurately
calculate the EW oversampling factor at each scan line
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